Amer Sports demonstrates environmental transparency by
disclosing through CDP
Helsinki, Finland, November 9, 2020: Amer Sports today announced that it has furthered its
commitment to environmental transparency by disclosing its environmental impact through CDP, the
non-profit that runs the world’s leading environmental disclosure platform. Amer Sports has disclosed
through CDP since 2010, and for 2020 completed CDP’s climate change questionnaire.
In 2020, 515 investors with US$106 trillion in assets and 150+ large purchasers with over US$4 trillion
in buying power requested thousands of companies to disclose their environmental data through CDP.
By completing CDP’s annual request for disclosure via completion of its climate change, questionnaire,
Amer Sports is demonstrating the transparency and accountability vital to tracking progress toward a
thriving, sustainable future.
The growth in corporate disclosure – which has now reached 9,600 companies worldwide in 2020 – is
evidence that transparency around environmental impact is now a business norm. Building on its
disclosure to CDP, Amer Sports continuously works to reduce emissions and improve efficiency across
building energy use, travel emissions, waste production, and other environmental metrics.

Maxfield Weiss, Director Corporate Engagement CDP Europe, commented:
“European companies will be instrumental in overcoming our environmental crises and meeting the
EU's ambition to be climate neutral by 2050. Being transparent around environmental impacts and
actions is a fundamental part of this. [Company] is among a fast-growing number of European
disclosing to CDP annually – by doing so uncovering environmental risks and opportunities, improving
their competitiveness and resilience, and tracking their progress toward sound environmental
management. Now I look forward to seeing them put in place more ambitious environmental action and
continue their journey towards comprehensive environmental stewardship."
The companies disclosing through CDP can be accessed here: https://www.cdp.net/en/responses

About CDP
CDP is a global non-profit that drives companies and governments to reduce their greenhouse gas
emissions, safeguard water resources and protect forests. Voted number one climate research provider
by investors and working with institutional investors with assets of US$106 trillion, we leverage investor
and buyer power to motivate companies to disclose and manage their environmental impacts. Over
9.600 companies with over 50% of global market capitalization disclosed environmental data through
CDP in 2020. This is in addition to the over 920 cities, states and regions who disclosed in 2019,
making CDP’s platform one of the richest sources of information globally on how companies and
governments are driving environmental change. CDP is a founding member of the We Mean Business
Coalition. Visit https://cdp.net/en or follow us @CDP to find out more.

